Intravenous fluids should be administered as close to body temperature as possible, especially when hypothermia or shock is a concern.

The **Warm Line** is a small, lightweight warming unit that is easily placed over any standard I.V. line to warm the fluids to 104°F. The unit should be placed within 18” of the patient for best results.

**Dimensions and weight:**
- 7.7” Long
- 3.5” Wide
- 2.2” Deep
- 1.32 lbs (21.12oz)

**Features include:**
- A flow rate up to 2-6ml/min
- AC - just plug in and turn on
- Adjustable hanging strap
- No separate cartridges needed
- 1 year warranty
- Celsius or Fahrenheit setting

**Colored Lights**
- Green - Power Light
- Yellow - Run Indicator
- Red - Alarm Indicator

**Product Code:**
J1448